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Teacher Educators

HEI-based

HEI-based
and schoolbased

Schoolbased

Who are School Based Teacher Educators?
• Shift to schools-led ITT
• Experienced teachers taking
on more responsibility
• School Direct Programme
• Primary and Secondary
• Leading groups and one to
one sessions

• Mentoring, coaching and
tutoring
• Working within school and
working across schools

Research Approach

• Interpretive perspective

• Listening to meanings and
purposes of participants
• Conversational Partners

Methods
• Questionnaire (8 responses out of 13)
• Semi-structured interviews (1 out of 5 so far)
• Focus Group (4 students)

Initial Findings: SBTEs’ perspective
Working with the School
Direct it allows you to reflect
and improve your own
practise

…far more critical and
reflective of your own
teaching

It also provides … some
leadership opportunities and
professional development with
the training available from the
university

The opportunities are
endless as it keeps you at
the forefront of teacher
training and therefore
new ideas

Initial Findings: SBTEs’ perspective

I doubt this [the
improvements in my practice]
would have happened at all
[without taking on this role]

The university provide
structure, a well-rounded
experience, suitable
assessment and the status
that the training requires

Nothing concentrates
your mind as much as
getting things right for
keen new recruits

More time should be
given … to ensure that
the teacher does not
become so overloaded
that they become
dejected

Trainees’ Perspective
• student felt able to ask them (the SBTEs) anything
• if they are also teaching that subject, their views
can be very insightful
• specific experience invaluable – especially for
student working in a pupil referral system
• professional mentors often don’t realise how much
the mentors do

Trainees’ Perspective
• sessions between mentor and mentee always
at the mercy of the school timetable
• they [SBTEs] are typically time poor
• we do not need school-led days at all – we
only need to be at uni.
• we need time together as trainees to share
practice and personal stories

What are the implications?
Working as a
SBTE perceived
as good
professional
development

What makes teachers
with outstanding
practice?

Motivated,
dynamic
teachers and
leaders

Increased
appreciation of HEI
and school
contributions to the
partnership of ITE

Books

School-based Teacher Training
A handbook for tutors and mentors
Edited by E White and J Jarvis.
Sage 2012

Developing outstanding practice in
school-based teacher education. A
critical guide for teacher educators.
Edited by Kim Jones and Liz White
Critical Publishing 2014
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